Sticks, Stones, and So-Called Judges: Why the Era of Trump Necessitates Revisiting Presidential Influence on the Courts

QUINN W. CROWLEY*

INTRODUCTION

In the United States, there is a long history of Presidents and other elected officials clashing with the courts.¹ These clashes have often been about complex and significant issues, including the role of judicial review in American jurisprudence, slavery, New Deal legislation, and the treatment of Native Americans.² Presidents choose to attack the judiciary for a number of reasons, but it is not entirely clear where the line should be drawn between legitimate acts of presidential dissent and acts of active hostility meant to undermine the legitimacy of the judiciary. Moreover, what is the consequence of a judiciary whose legitimacy is weakened over time? While the legislative branch is able to constitutionally alter the courts, primarily via jurisdiction stripping and judicial impeachment, the executive is much more limited in terms of legitimately checking the judicial branch.³

This Note will be primarily divided into three main sections. Part I of this Note will begin by discussing the importance of judicial independence in modern society and the role of elected officials in shaping the public perception of the courts. Additionally, as problems of judicial legitimacy are age-old and date back to America’s founding, Part I will include a brief discussion of an early clash between President Thomas Jefferson and the courts.

Parts II and III of this Note will seek to place President Trump’s conduct towards the judicial branch within the proper historical context. Part II examines the ways in which Presidents have been able to significantly alter the makeup of the judiciary while in office. For considerations of brevity, this section will include a few illustrative examples in which Presidents have sought to alter the makeup of the courts, and each will be discussed in the context of the actions of President Trump.

Part III will explore instances of Presidents undermining the legitimacy of the judiciary by making comments about pending and past court cases, particularly using examples from more recent administrations. This Note concludes that, while
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President Trump’s behavior regarding the judiciary has been the subject of intense media scrutiny during his first two years in office, it is important to place his comments and actions in a historical context by looking at the examples set by past Presidents. Through this frame of analysis, this Note concludes that, although President Trump’s rhetorical attacks on the independence of the judiciary—particularly in the criminal context and in targeting individual judges—have been numerous and unprecedented, President Trump is also quietly shaping the makeup of the judiciary in a way that could become even more drastic if his administration embraces a modern Court-packing plan or continues to make judicial appointments at staggering rates.

I. BACKGROUND

When the courts, and particularly the Supreme Court, render opinions, the vast majority of Americans digest the information handed down by the courts through second-hand sources, primarily the media and elected officials. Thus, there is considerable variation in the ways in which information can be presented to ordinary citizens by the media and elected officials, especially given that so few Supreme Court decisions are actually discussed in-depth in the mainstream media. Underlying this fact is the notion that, for the vast majority of citizens, the Supreme Court is viewed as being the legitimate final arbiter of the law, as being independent from the political branches, and therefore as being “worthy of protection from political interference.” Indeed, recent public opinion polling shows that roughly sixty-eight percent of Americans have either a “great deal” or “fair amount” of trust and confidence in the judicial branch, which tends to be much higher than other institutions, and public confidence in the courts has remained high over time. Thus, elected officials, and particularly the President, play a critical role in shaping the public debate around Supreme Court decisions, particularly regarding media coverage on controversial cases.

According to some, including at least one former Supreme Court justice, rhetorical attacks on the judiciary by the other branches of government have arguably “accelerated” in past years. Moreover, as will be discussed in detail below,
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criticisms of and attacks on the judiciary are not unique to one political party over another. 11 One of the primary reasons public confidence in the courts is so important is the lack of an enforcement mechanism. 12 Alexander Hamilton famously described the judiciary as being “the least dangerous branch,” in large part because it “has no influence over either the sword or the purse.” 13

Presidential conflict with the courts is an age-old issue which dates back to the earliest days of American democracy. 14 As law professor Charles Geyh notes, “[b]outs of Court directed animus have come and gone at generational intervals, since the founding of the nation,” including clashes involving Thomas Jefferson, Andrew Jackson, Abraham Lincoln, and Franklin Delano Roosevelt. 15 Judicial independence has also been the focus of debate and scholarship since the founding of the nation. 16 Judicial independence was of particular importance to the Founders, as they were dissatisfied with colonial judges who lacked independence and “who served at the pleasure of the king.” 17

Examining historical practice in this area of separation of powers jurisprudence is critical because the Constitution—excluding the appointments clause 18—is silent as to what constitutes proper interactions between the President and the judiciary. 19 Curtis Bradley and Trevor Morrison state that “[p]residential power in the United States is determined in part by historical practice . . . [e]specially when the text of the Constitution is unclear or does not specifically address a particular question.” 20

This silence of the Constitution regarding the relationship between the President and the judiciary is particularly relevant in understanding anti-Federalist clashes with the judiciary at the turn of the nineteenth century. As professor Barry Friedman notes, tensions between Jefferson and “highly partisan” Federalist judges ultimately resulted in the impeachment of Supreme Court Justice Samuel Chase, 21 who to this day remains the only Supreme Court justice to have been impeached. 22
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The prevalence of partisan judges is exemplified by the so-called “midnight appointments” made by outgoing President John Adams, which ultimately led to *Marbury v. Madison.* 23 It was this decision that led to Jefferson’s belief that, in the words of Friedman, “accord[ing] the power of constitutional interpretation to any one branch was a prescription for tyranny.” 24 Debates about departmentalism and constitutional interpretation by the executive branch have persisted over time, 25 though this is beyond the purview of this Note. Instead, Jeffersonian clashes with the judiciary are only meant to illustrate that Presidents have fought with the courts since the earliest days of American democracy, and that examining historical practice is necessary in evaluating the actions of President Trump.

II. ALTERING THE COURTS AND TARGETING JUSTICES

Influencing the makeup of the Supreme Court using the appointment power is one way in which Presidents can legitimately attempt to influence the outcome of cases in ways that agree with their political views. 26 This section will discuss examples of attempts to alter the makeup of the courts by examining the actions of Presidents Roosevelt, Nixon, and Reagan, and how their actions compare to those of President Trump.

A. The Need for “New Blood”

Any evaluation of presidential influence on the courts must include Franklin D. Roosevelt’s infamous Court-packing plan. On February 5, 1937, in the aftermath of an overwhelming electoral victory, Roosevelt proposed his Court-packing legislation to Congress. 27 The plan called for an additional six justices to be added to the Court, bringing the total number of justices to fifteen. 28 In his address to Congress, Roosevelt described his concerns with a “judicial backlog” and the perceived inability of older justices to hear cases in an expedient manner. 29 As William Ross explains regarding this attack on the physical and mental capacities of the justices, “historians agree that one of Roosevelt’s worst tactical blunders was his disingenuous contention that the Justices were tired old men who were unable to shoulder their workload.” 30
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In July of 2016, when Donald Trump was the presumptive Republican nominee for President, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, in unscripted comments given to a CNN reporter during an interview, called Trump a “faker,” elaborating that she believes “he has no consistency about him at all” and, in a separate interview, claimed that she “can’t imagine what the country would be—with Donald Trump as our president.” Trump wasted no time in denouncing Justice Ginsburg’s comments, taking to Twitter to announce that “Justice Ginsburg of the U.S. Supreme Court has embarrassed all by making very dumb political statements about me. Her mind is shot - resign!” Many media outlets and scholars referred to the exchange between a sitting Supreme Court justice and a presidential nominee as “unprecedented,” and Ginsburg’s comments were widely criticized as being out of line by individuals from both ends of the political spectrum, as well as many in the legal profession who questioned what Ginsburg’s comments would mean in cases involving the Trump administration that would inevitably come before the Court.

While Trump’s response to Ginsburg’s comments is greatly lacking in nuance and sophistication and seemingly comes from a motivation to insult, rather than to influence the make-up of the Court, it must be noted that Trump’s comments bear some resemblance to the rationale put forward by Roosevelt. The idea that justices who reach a certain age are no longer able to adjudicate as effectively—or in Justice Ginsburg’s case are more prone to making ill-advised decisions—was essentially Roosevelt’s original rationale for attempting to “infuse new blood into all our Courts” in order to “to make the administration of all Federal justice speedier and, therefore, less costly.” While Trump’s comments were made as a candidate, they are relevant in noting that attacks upon the capacities of judges are seemingly not a new phenomenon, and that President Trump is certainly not the first to raise this concern.

B. Court-Packing of Old and a Modern Resurgence

Roosevelt seemed to focus more on the real motive behind the Court-packing legislation in one of his subsequent “fireside chats,” in which he addressed the nation
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by radio about the Court-packing plan. \(^{39}\) In this address, Roosevelt detailed the need to protect New Deal legislation from being defeated by the Supreme Court. \(^{40}\) In one of the more memorable parts of the address, Roosevelt described the three branches of government as a team of three horses, pulling a carriage being directed by the American people, but that one of the three horses (the judiciary) was not pulling anymore. \(^{41}\) Roosevelt also spoke of the precariousness of a recent 5-4 decision and how the Court was very close to “throw[ing] all the affairs of this great Nation back into hopeless chaos.” \(^{42}\) Roosevelt suggested that the nation was on the precipice of yet another national emergency if immediate action was not taken, stating in part that “the dangers of 1929 are again becoming possible, not this week or month perhaps, but within a year or two.” \(^{43}\) As Ross notes, the Court-packing plan was met with widespread criticism from both politicians and the public alike. \(^{44}\) The plan was ultimately defeated by the so-called “switch in time,” in which the Court began validating several pieces of New Deal legislation—including minimum wage legislation. \(^{45}\)

While Roosevelt’s Court-packing plan was unsuccessful, the concept of Court-packing has seen a revival of sorts in at least some ideological circles during President Trump’s tenure in office. In November of 2017, Steven Calabresi, co-founder of the conservative Federalist Society, presented a proposal to Congress to increase the size of the federal judiciary by somewhere between thirty and fifty percent before the 2018 mid-term elections. \(^{46}\) In other words, this expansion would have given President Trump the ability to appoint twice as many judges in twelve months as Obama did over his two terms as President. \(^{47}\) In the words of Calabresi, the plan was meant as a means of “Undoing President Barack Obama’s Judicial Legacy,” though Calabresi also argued that this Court-packing plan could be justified by “focusing on the problem of the federal courts’ caseloads and unpublished opinions.” \(^{48}\) This proposal was introduced despite the fact that President Trump is currently filling an astonishing amount of judicial vacancies left over from the
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Obama administration, which were effectively left open by Republican obstruction in the Senate (not unlike what was done with the Merrick Garland nomination).49 In fact, President Trump is on track to have more confirmed appointments to the federal appeals courts in his first two years in office than any other administration within recent memory.50

The Federalist Society, and most notably its Executive Vice President Leonard Leo, has played a crucial role in advising the Trump administration on candidates placed on President Trump’s “short list” of twenty-five candidates for the Supreme Court, including the vetting and selection of Neil Gorsuch and Brett Kavanaugh.51 Under Leo’s leadership, the Federalist Society has helped create a “pipeline for taking conservative law students and grooming them to be judges and public figures.”52 One report states that nearly half of President Trump’s nominees to the federal judiciary thus far are either current or past members of the Federalist Society.53 Additionally, of the twenty-five individuals on President Trump’s short list for the Supreme Court, all but one are either members of or are affiliated with the Federalist Society.54 In the wake of Justice Anthony Kennedy’s announcement that he would retire from the Court, Leo quickly stepped away from his role with the Federalist Society in order to spearhead President Trump’s search for Kennedy’s replacement.55

Besides the vetting of candidates and helping to create a list of potential nominees for President Trump, Leo is also affiliated with an organization called the Judicial Crisis Network, which spends millions of dollars on judicial races across the country, including $17 million on defeating the nomination of Merrick Garland and supporting the confirmations of Neil Gorsuch and Brett Kavanaugh.56
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commentator notes, “Leo effectively manages [the Federalist Society and the Judicial Crisis Network] which work out of the same office and are funded by the money he raises.”
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plan. Calabresi’s plan to “solve” the problem of increasing caseloads for federal judges, on its face, seems innocuous enough, just as Roosevelt’s stated purpose of making the Court more efficient in its decision-rendering is a seemingly noble cause.68 However, when examining the true purpose of these Court-packing measures, it is clear that the underlying purpose is not efficiency but rather ideology.69 While Calabresi’s plan was not officially sanctioned by the Trump administration or the President himself, its inclusion in this discussion of Court-packing is necessary because of Calabresi’s prominent position in legal academia and because of the way President Trump has kept his word on promising to appoint Federalist Society-approved judicial nominees.70 For Calabresi to put forth a sweeping plan of this sort during the Trump presidency, there must be at least some expectation that a plan like this could realistically be passed by Congress.71

Arguments regarding efficiency have led to substantial changes in the makeup of the federal judiciary in the past. In 1980, Jimmy Carter oversaw the breaking-up of the southern Fifth Circuit, which was justified by proponents as necessary because of the overwhelming amount of cases burdening the system, though it was not an attempt to break up a circuit based on ideology.72 For his part, President Trump has been harshly critical of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, particularly because of the adverse rulings on the travel ban (discussed below).73 In response to these rulings, as well as an adverse ruling from the Ninth Circuit concerning the Trump administration’s targeting of so-called “sanctuary cities,” President Trump has stated that he has “absolutely” considered breaking up the Ninth Circuit.74 Of course, only Congress has the power to alter the make-up of judicial districts and circuits, but President Trump theoretically, with a Republican-controlled House and Senate, could push a bill through which could significantly alter the Ninth Circuit, which would seem to represent more of an ideological motivation as opposed to an efficiency rationale.75

President Trump has explicitly rejected an efficiency rationale for increasing the number of immigration judges in the United States. In June of 2018, as the debate over family and child separations at the southern border dominated the national conversation regarding the Trump administration’s immigration policies, Senate Republicans stated that they were working on a plan to increase the number of immigration judges in order to expedite the hearing process and reduce the backlog
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of immigration cases. President Trump rejected these proposals as “crazy,” and he seemingly believes that the United States already has too many immigration judges compared to other countries. Moreover, an argument can be made that President Trump fundamentally rejects the role of immigration judges in affording due process to undocumented immigrants. On Twitter, President Trump stated in part that “[w]e cannot allow all of these people to invade our Country. When somebody comes in, we must immediately, with no Judges or Court Cases, bring them back from where they came. Our system is a mockery to good immigration policy and Law and Order.” Although immigration judges are technically a part of the executive branch, this is one area where President Trump is unwilling to act even in the face of case backlogs and perceived inefficiency.

C. Richard Nixon and Applying Pressure to the Court

Upon winning the 1968 election, Richard Nixon was able to quickly make two key Supreme Court appointments, including Warren Burger and Harry Blackmun. While Burger’s appointment was the result of a vacancy created by outgoing Chief Justice Earl Warren, the seat filled by Blackmun became available under more dubious circumstances.

John Dean, one of Nixon’s legal advisors, stated that when Nixon took office, he was intensely focused on figuring out ways to create Supreme Court vacancies. Nixon began looking at the most liberal justices on the Court, and he was made aware of connections between Justice Abe Fortas—a Lyndon Johnson-appointee and prominent liberal on the Court—and a Wall Street financier who had been convicted of financial crimes. Nixon, with the aid of his Justice Department, began...
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investigating Fortas and leaking damaging information to the press. 86 Besides the mounting public and media pressure, Nixon’s Justice Department increased the pressure on Fortas by convening a grand jury to determine whether Fortas’s wife had obstructed justice. 87

Fortas resigned shortly thereafter, succumbing to Nixon’s successful strategy to use the full force of the executive branch to pressure a sitting Supreme Court justice to resign. 88 Fortas was considered one of the most liberal justices on the Court at the time, save for Earl Warren, who retired shortly after Nixon took office. 89 Moreover, Warren himself had previously faced calls for impeachment from those who were at odds with the Warren Court’s decisions on some of the more controversial issues of the time, including racial desegregation and school prayer. 90

Fresh off of the resignation of Abe Fortas, the Nixon administration set its sights on another liberal Supreme Court Justice: William O. Douglas. 91 However, the Nixon administration had been looking closely at Douglas since the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) began auditing him only five days after Nixon took office. 92 Besides the IRS, White House aide John Ehrlichman had hired a private investigator to monitor Douglas’s movements, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), led by J. Edgar Hoover, was also conducting an open investigation of Douglas and his business dealings, including a wiretap on Douglas’s phones. 93 Then-Republican minority leader Gerald Ford led the movement for impeachment against Douglas, who he called on to resign. 94 While Dean states that Ford never fully explained why he went after Douglas, “[Attorney General] John Mitchell believed that Ford was acting at the direct request of the president.” 95 The impeachment effort ultimately failed to garner enough support, and Douglas remained on the Court until his retirement in 1975, intentionally staying on the Court long enough that Nixon could not appoint his replacement. 96 Thus, it is clear that, as Dean concludes, Nixon and those around him “[m]isused the resources and powers of the Department of Justice, and other executive branch agencies, to literally unpack the Court by removing life-tenured justices they found philosophically or politically untenable.” 97

Presidents are not given the power to remove Supreme Court justices by the Constitution and applying the full force of the executive branch to target individual members of the judiciary, particularly based on perceived ideological leanings, is arguably a textbook example of altering the courts using what can be described as a “partisan weapon.” 98 While President Trump has not shied away from encouraging
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his Department of Justice to investigate past political foes, such as Hillary Clinton and former FBI Director James Comey, there is certainly nothing to indicate that President Trump has considered using the Nixonian tactics described above against members of the judiciary. It is important to remember, however, that the revelations about Nixon’s behavior regarding pressuring Supreme Court justices to leave the Court only became known years later when written about by those such as John Dean. As Dean notes, Nixon called Abe Fortas the day Fortas resigned to “express his sympathy,” and while Fortas likely suspected the Nixon administration had something to do with his ouster, there was no public showing to implicate the President. Similarly, Justice Douglas, who narrowly escaped impeachment, mentioned the idea to former Chief Justice Warren that he thought Nixon opposed his impeachment, while it is now clear that behind closed doors Nixon was orchestrating the entire scheme.

While not necessarily “pressuring” judges to resign, President Trump has targeted individual members of the judiciary with whom he disagrees. However, on the surface, President Trump’s motivation for the targeting of individual judges does not seem to be to create vacancies in a Nixonian fashion, but rather his attacks on individual judges seem to come from a place of personal animus based upon cases involving President Trump’s personal economic interests, as in the Trump University case, and his political objectives.

1. The “Mexican” Judge

On May 27, 2016, in front of a crowd gathered in San Diego, President Trump lamented his perceived unfair treatment at the hands of U.S. District Court Judge Gonzalo Curiel, who was then overseeing the class action lawsuit against Trump University. In what was described by one news report as “a 12-minute
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Trump discussed the history of the case and accused Curiel of being “a hater” before stating that “[w]hat happens is the judge, who happens to be, we believe, Mexican, which is great. I think that’s fine.” When asked to clarify his comments about Curiel’s racial heritage, Trump stated that Curiel’s Mexican-American heritage was “an absolute conflict,” and he further stated that “I’m building a wall. It’s an inherent conflict of interest.” Curiel was born and raised in Indiana and is of Mexican-American heritage. The case eventually settled for $25 million in what the Attorney General of New York deemed “a stunning reversal” by President Trump, who had previously vowed to take the case to trial.

Of course, the sentiments about Judge Curiel took place before Trump became President. However, Trump’s criticisms of Curiel are relevant because, not only did Trump indicate that judges of Mexican-American heritage would be unable to fairly adjudicate proceedings completely unrelated to his immigration policies, but he also implied that he believes it is possible that judges who are Muslim might not be able to hear cases in which he is involved. Using this line of reasoning, what kinds of judges would be able to hear cases involving President Trump or his policies? This line of reasoning could just as easily be extended to women who serve as judges, as many feel that President Trump has a highly objectionable history regarding his interactions with women. The current Supreme Court includes three women, including Justice Sonia Sotomayor, who is of Hispanic heritage. Using President Trump’s reasoning, what other justices on the Supreme Court or judges on lower federal courts are disqualified? The notion that judges cannot be impartial is completely antithetical to the underlying principles of fairness and impartiality that are so inherent to our shared understanding of the role of the judiciary. As Republican Speaker of the House Paul Ryan stated, President Trump’s comments about Judge Curiel go “beyond the pale” of grievances past Presidents have levied against judges. Ironically, President Trump’s rhetoric about Judge Curiel has seemingly shifted since Curiel granted a favorable ruling regarding President Trump’s proposed border wall. Though President Trump did not recognize Curiel
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by name in his tweet and only referred to him as a “U.S. judge,” President Trump stated that Curiel’s ruling was a “big legal win” for the Trump administration.117

2. So-called Judges

Another example of President Trump verbally criticizing members of the judiciary can be found in his comments regarding the travel ban cases. In December of 2015, while on the campaign trail, President Trump called for “a total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United States until our country’s representatives can figure out what the hell is going on.”118 After his election, President Trump followed through on this promise when, on January 27, 2017, he signed an executive order banning entry of persons into the United States from seven Muslim majority nations for ninety days, as well as banning immigration from Syria indefinitely.119 The signing of the executive order initiated widespread panic and protest at airports across the United States, and numerous legal challenges were filed.120 One of those legal challenges came before U.S. District Court Judge James Robart, who temporarily blocked enforcement of President Trump’s executive order.121 While the administration stated that it would file for an emergency stay of the ruling, President Trump took to Twitter to voice his displeasure with the decision in the following tweet: “The opinion of this so-called judge, which essentially takes law-enforcement away from our country, is ridiculous and will be overturned!”122 President Trump coupled this tweet with several others, which claimed that allowing entry of individuals covered by the executive order into the country would lead to “death and destruction,” as well as the idea that “[i]f something happens blame [Robart] and [the] court system. People pouring in.”123

President Trump was not immune from criticism from those within his own party, and notably then-Supreme Court nominee Neil Gorsuch denounced President Trump’s criticisms of Judge Robart as “disheartening” and “demoralizing.”124 While it is not clear whether Robart was one of them, several judges involved in the travel ban cases received threats to their physical safety, which were significant and serious enough to warrant increased security details from the U.S. Marshals in the aftermath
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of President Trump’s criticisms. Law professor Neil Siegel wrote that it is possible that, by making these types of comments about the judiciary, President Trump is setting himself up for an opportunity to shift the blame onto the judiciary for future terrorist attacks on U.S. soil. While Roosevelt did not personally and publicly attack judges in ways similar to President Trump, his fireside chat about the Court-packing plan spoke of impending economic doom similar to what the country went through in 1929, which could obviously create feelings of fear and anger by members of the public towards the Supreme Court. However, by targeting individual judges for criticism, such as Curiel and Robart, President Trump is focusing a national spotlight upon them that undoubtedly attracts the attention of those in society who feel they need to take it upon themselves to right a perceived wrong. It is not yet clear whether this type of targeting will make it more likely that certain judges will choose to leave the bench rather than face continued criticisms and threats to their physical safety.

D. Reagan’s Use of the Appointment Power

Ronald Reagan used ideological screening for judicial appointments as a means of influencing the interpretation of the law. Reagan ended the use of nominating commissions established by Jimmy Carter, and instead, with the help of then-Attorney General Edwin Meese, “placed responsibility for advising judicial selection within [the Office of Legal Policy (OLP)].” OLP was thus able to advocate for screening potential judicial nominees based upon their “legal views,” though one scholar referred to this screening as “engag[ing] in the most systematic philosophical screening of judicial candidates seen in the nation’s history.” When he left office, Reagan had appointed forty-seven percent of the federal judiciary at the time, including four Supreme Court justices and approximately 372 federal judges in total. The process by which these judges were selected is described as emanating from the Reagan administration’s “commitment to seek out and nominate those in harmony with the President’s judicial philosophy.”

Ironically (or perhaps not so ironically), Meese was in attendance at the nomination announcement of Brett Kavanaugh and was personally recognized by
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President Trump in his remarks. Meese was in attendance because, as one commentator noted, after the nominations of Sandra Day O’Connor and Anthony Kennedy, who were viewed by some as being less conservative than many conservatives hoped for, Meese “made it a mission since then to advise subsequent Republican Presidents on judicial nominations,” including President Trump. At the same nomination ceremony, President Trump made a problematic claim regarding Reagan and judicial appointments when he said, “[i]n keeping with President Reagan’s legacy, I do not ask about a nominee’s personal opinions. What matters is not a judge’s political views but whether they can set aside those views to do what the law and the [C]onstitution require.” The existing literature on Reagan and Meese’s ideological screening of nominees fully contradicts President Trump’s assertion that the Reagan administration was not concerned with potential nominees and their ideology; in fact, the evidence shows that the opposite was true. During Brett Kavanaugh’s remarks at the ceremony, he stated that “[n]o president has ever consulted more widely or talked with more people from more backgrounds to seek input about a Supreme Court nomination [than Trump has].” Based on the facts laid out above regarding President Trump’s rigid and consistent practice of choosing candidates from a list created largely by Leonard Leo and the Federalist Society, Kavanaugh’s statement is objectively inaccurate, and it is hard to believe that Kavanaugh was unaware of the circumstances surrounding his appointment.

President Trump’s strict adherence to Federalist Society-recommended federal judicial nominees seems strikingly similar to the type of ideological screening that took place during the Reagan administration. As Lee Epstein, Jeffrey Segal, and Chad Westerland note, Presidents generally do not have personal knowledge of specific nominees, and they rely on the lists created by advisors and recommendations from external sources. However, while past administrations have traditionally consulted with outside groups about nominees, many believe that the Federalist Society is playing a disproportionate role in President Trump’s filling of judicial vacancies. Trump even stated during the 2016 campaign that “we’re going to have great judges, conservative, all picked by the Federalist Society.”
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III. COMMENTING ON CURRENT AND PAST CASES

One recent study has found that, while sometimes useful as a rhetorical tool in speech-making, Presidents generally wait until after court rulings have been handed down to weigh in.146 Indeed, from Eisenhower through Obama, public remarks made about cases before they were heard by the Supreme Court made up only five percent of total remarks made by Presidents about Supreme Court cases.147 One reason for this result is that Presidents generally refrain from making comments that would lead to accusations of them attacking “decisional independence,” especially in criminal cases.148 Presidents tend to comment much more frequently on cases that have already been decided,149 and there are several reasons why Presidents might choose to publicly comment on these types of cases. Foremost among these reasons is that Presidents recognize that the Supreme Court and its more controversial decisions can serve as tools to motivate supporters to head to the polls on Election Day and to engage with their elected officials.150 As Engel notes, the Supreme Court was a top voting issue in the 2008 campaign,151 as well as the 2016 election, in which roughly sixty-five percent of voters stated that the Supreme Court would be “a very important factor” in who they supported in the election.152 This section of the Note explores the historical practice of past Presidents surrounding commenting on past and pending cases as they relate to President Trump.

A. Past Court Decisions

Those in the Reagan administration were highly critical and vocal regarding past Court decisions.153 Reagan’s Attorney General, Edwin Meese, spoke of “interpretational independence,” or the idea that the executive branch should have an important role in interpreting constitutional meaning independently from the courts.154 In order to enact this vision of the role of the judiciary, Reagan and his administration often criticized what they perceived to be “unelected judges” who engaged in unconstitutional judicial activism.155 Thus, in order to counter the perceived flaws of the judiciary, Meese and OLP issued a series of reports about various contemporary legal issues.156 Besides describing “the Reagan
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administration’s view of the correct interpretation of the law” on a given issue, the reports also included “lists of Supreme Court decisions that OLP considered ‘consistent’ and ‘inconsistent’ with the administration’s positions.”

In contrast to the widespread condemnation of specific Supreme Court cases within the Reagan administration, Obama, while making his constitutional views about a recently decided Supreme Court case known to the public, received negative pushback. In January of 2010, the Supreme Court reached a decision in *Citizens United v. FEC*, in which the Court removed many of the barriers to corporate financing of political campaigns using the rationale that preventing this type of behavior was an impermissible restriction on free speech. Just days later at the State of the Union Address, Obama, with six Supreme Court justices sitting in the front row, criticized the ruling, saying “[w]ith all due deference to separation of powers, last week the Supreme Court reversed a century of law that, I believe, will open the floodgates for special interests, including foreign corporations, to spend without limit in our elections.” Justice Samuel Alito, who voted with the majority in *Citizens United*, was captured by a television camera shaking his head as the President was speaking, and he appeared to say the words “not true.”

Reactions to the exchange between Obama and Alito were mixed, with some legal scholars expressing disappointment in both of them, in one instance calling it “an unfortunate display for both branches.” While some compared Obama’s criticism of the Court to that of Franklin Roosevelt, legal scholars such as Professor Jack Balkin stated that there is a significant difference between mentioning a Court decision in a short paragraph of a speech, as opposed to Roosevelt’s widespread campaign to discredit the Court’s New Deal-era rulings. Another interesting opinion on the State of the Union backlash came from Robert E. Welch III, a Superior Court judge from Massachusetts. Welch stated that those who jumped at the opportunity to criticize Obama needed to “toughen up,” as Obama’s comments were “rather restrained,” and lower court judges, particularly those involved in highly-publicized criminal cases, are “subjected to at least this level of criticism on a frequent basis.” Regardless of which side of the argument one ends up on, Obama’s remarks, though relatively tame compared to the tactics of the Reagan administration or Roosevelt, clearly caused a stir among political elites and opened a dialogue about the appropriate boundaries around Presidents and their criticisms of judicial opinions.
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It is unclear how the Trump administration will handle past Supreme Court precedent.

Arguably President Trump’s most prominent Supreme Court victory came on June 26, 2018, when the Court ruled that the Trump travel ban was constitutional. In response to the ruling, President Trump stated that the Court’s decision was “a tremendous victory for this country.” One can only wonder what President Trump’s response would have been had the Court ruled against the travel ban. After all, in the lower court decisions regarding the travel ban President Trump coined the term “so-called judge,” as well as implying that any future acts of terrorism in the United States can be directly attributed to the so-called judge. This past term, President Trump also weighed in on the decision in Janus v. AFSCME, a case in which the conservative members of the Court held 5-4 that requiring nonunion employees to pay so-called “fair share fees” is violative of free speech. President Trump seemed to focus on the political effects the decision would have, tweeting in part that the decision would be a “[b]ig loss for the coffers of the Democrats!”

While the Court has arguably not yet decided a case as controversial as Citizens United during President Trump’s tenure in office, President Trump will almost certainly have opportunities to comment on additional high-profile cases within his first term. Moreover, President Trump, as outlined previously, has shown a propensity to comment on cases involving his economic and political interests, and assuming that a case involving sanctuary cities or presidential pardon powers does come before the Court in the future, it seems likely that President Trump will weigh in either before or after the decision (or both) by potentially targeting individual justices who decide against him. Obama’s comments at the State of the Union, while personal in that the justices were in attendance that night, were not directed at any one justice, nor did he question the authority of the judges to decide constitutional issues such as those presented in Citizens United. Obama disagreed with the law, but not the underlying legitimacy of the justices to decide such questions.

Additionally, it is unclear whether or not Attorney General Jeff Sessions will follow in the footsteps of Meese in outlining the administration’s views on past
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Supreme Court cases. For example, Sessions stated in his confirmation hearings that he would defend *Roe v. Wade* as a legitimate decision of the Court, even though he believed it was wrongly decided. However, President Trump stated several times during the 2016 campaign that he believed *Roe* would be overturned if he won, and President Trump has indicated that being pro-life is necessary in order to pass the “litmus test” to get on the Court, despite his advisors telling him to publicly say otherwise. Thus, it is unclear where *Roe* and the Court’s subsequent decisions stand with the Trump administration.

B. Pending Court Decisions

1. Pending Supreme Court Cases

One recent example of presidential influence on a pending Court decision in the non-criminal context involves Obama. In April of 2012, as the Supreme Court was deliberating its decision regarding Obama’s signature health care law, the Affordable Care Act, Obama made several remarks about the case in a speech from the Rose Garden. Among other comments, Obama stated “[u]ltimately, I am confident that the Supreme Court will not take what would be an unprecedented, extraordinary step of overturning a law that was passed by a strong majority of a democratically elected Congress.” Many in the press, as well as some legal scholars such as Harvard Law professor Laurence Tribe, agreed that Obama’s remarks, which were viewed by some as an attempt to influence justices on the Court, were out of step with the idea that “[p]residents should generally refrain from commenting on pending cases during the process of judicial deliberation” because these comments can “can contribute to an atmosphere of public cynicism.” Others, however, such as Walter Dellinger, former solicitor general during the Clinton administration, expressed sentiments that Obama was perfectly justified in making these remarks, and that “[t]he justices’ life tenure secures their independence. There is no reason that issues before the [C]ourt should be fenced off from public debate.” Just months later, the Supreme Court held that the so-called “individual mandate” provision of the Affordable Care Act was constitutional as a constitutional as a
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legitimate use of the taxing power, scoring a “dramatic victory for Obama and Democrats’ decades-long effort to enact a health-care law.”\textsuperscript{183} President Trump has not yet made any widely publicized comments regarding pending Supreme Court cases during his first two years in office. However, it should be noted that the comments made by Obama in the previous instance were not about a criminal case, and Obama did not have to worry about exposing potential jurors to information that would preclude them from making a fair assessment of the case. Obama, a former professor of constitutional law, was arguably making a statement which he believed was within the boundaries of normal presidential behavior.\textsuperscript{184} Obama’s comments seem more like what Professor Friedman refers to as the President using the “bully pulpit” to send “signals” to the judicial branch.\textsuperscript{185} This type of signaling between branches, according to Friedman, “permit[s] the other players to calculate what the response to a given decision might be.”\textsuperscript{186} Judges receive a great deal of outside information, such as amicus briefs, in making their decisions.\textsuperscript{187} It seems hard to believe that a statement such as that made by Obama about the pending case could have significantly influenced the thought processes of the justices any more than an amicus brief might.\textsuperscript{188}

2. Pending Criminal Cases

As noted at the beginning of this section, Presidents very rarely weigh in upon pending criminal cases.\textsuperscript{189} As Professor James Joseph Duane notes, the dangers of Presidents weighing in on the outcomes of pending criminal cases is especially stark: by amplifying the guilt or innocence of an accused via speeches, tweets, or interviews, the President’s words reach tens of millions of potential jurors who could be improperly influenced regarding the culpability of the accused, and thus this reduces the chance that the accused will receive a fair trial.\textsuperscript{190} Consequently, there are very few examples of Presidents weighing in on the guilt of the accused in criminal trials, though President Trump’s first two years in office have provided several.

In 1970, as notorious murderer and cult leader Charles Manson was on trial in California, President Richard Nixon stated in comments to reporters that Manson “was guilty, directly or indirectly, of eight murders without reason.”\textsuperscript{191} After
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learning of the President’s comments, Manson’s attorneys moved for a mistrial, and within hours Nixon was forced to make an additional statement, reinforcing his belief in the presumption of innocence by stating that “the last thing [he] would do is prejudice the legal rights of any person, in any circumstances.”

Shortly after the bombing of a federal building in Oklahoma City in April of 1995, President Bill Clinton made five public statements condemning the attack and stating that the government would seek the death penalty for those responsible, though at the time no suspects had yet been charged in connection with the bombing. In this case, the comments of Clinton and Attorney General Janet Reno advocating for the death penalty did not prevent the government from successfully pursuing the execution of Timothy McVeigh in 2001, though McVeigh’s attorneys did ask the court to prevent Reno’s involvement in the decision-making process about sentencing because of her past comments. At least at the time, Clinton’s words about the course of action were widely praised by members of Congress from both sides of the aisle, as well as in the press.

President Trump, in contrast with the two isolated examples provided above, has shown an unusual tendency to weigh in on pending criminal cases. This section will discuss President Trump’s actions and compare them with Nixon and Clinton. It should be noted that, as this Note is being written, President Trump has weighed in on high-profile criminal cases on numerous occasions, and there is nothing to indicate that this type of behavior will not continue throughout the remainder of the Trump presidency.

i. “Dirty Rotten Traitor”

On October 16, 2017, Army Sergeant Bowe Bergdahl pleaded guilty before a military judge to desertion and misbehavior before the enemy, a charge levied against Bergdahl for endangering the lives of those who were sent to find him after he voluntarily left his post while deployed in Afghanistan in 2009. Bergdahl was subsequently captured by the Taliban and was imprisoned and tortured until five
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years later, when the Obama administration made a deal with the Taliban for his return in a “prisoner swap.” Trump was demonstrably harsh in his criticism of Bergdahl during the 2016 campaign, suggesting at various times that Bergdahl was “a dirty rotten traitor” and that he should be executed via firing squad or returned to the Taliban. Upon pleading guilty, sentencing was delayed because of comments made by President Trump. When asked about a possible sentence for Bergdahl, President Trump initially said that he could not comment, before adding “[b]ut I think people have heard my comments in the past.” In response to these latest remarks, Bergdahl’s counsel filed a motion saying that President Trump’s comments “amount to unlawful command influence, thus compromising Bergdahl’s chances to receive a fair sentencing.” While the military judge chose not to dismiss the case, he did state that he would use Trump’s comments in mitigation during sentencing. Facing potential life in prison, Bergdahl was subsequently spared from serving any time in prison and was ordered to be dishonorably discharged. Within hours of the ruling, President Trump took to Twitter with the following message: “The decision on Sergeant Bergdahl is a complete and total disgrace to our Country and to our Military.”

Some military experts have stated that President Trump’s post-sentencing comments further supported Bergdahl’s case to get his sentence overturned on appeal, while also suggesting that President Trump may have been trying to exert influence on those who are responsible for reviewing the sentence on appeal, as everyone in the military ultimately reports to President Trump, the Commander-in-Chief. Despite being counseled to refrain from commenting during Bergdahl’s sentencing phase, President Trump seemingly could not resist giving a wink and a nod to the press about “[his] comments in the past.” Whereas Nixon’s comments about Charles Manson seemed reckless to some degree, they lack the motivation to sway the public about the sentence given to the defendant. It is impossible to know exactly how the military judge in the Bergdahl case came to render the sentence he did, but it certainly seems significant that a sitting President’s words were not only used at the sentencing, but that they were used in mitigation. Perhaps Bergdahl would have received a greater sentence had President Trump kept quiet, perhaps not.
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ii. President Trump and the Death Penalty

In addition to weighing in on the Bergdahl case, in November of 2017, President Trump again took to Twitter in two separate tweets to weigh in on the status of an individual accused of killing eight people in lower Manhattan by driving a rented pickup truck into individuals on a bike path. President Trump stated that authorities “should move fast. DEATH PENALTY!” One former federal prosecutor, in response to the President’s tweet, pointed out that by weighing in on active cases, President Trump is making the outcome he desires more difficult for prosecutors to attain, as in the Bergdahl case. Weighing in on cases such as the New York terror suspect and advocating for the death penalty before an adjudication of guilt is similar to President Trump’s comments in 1989 that the so-called “Central Park Five”—who were accused of raping a white woman and were later exonerated—should be executed. When examined in the context of the Clinton administration’s comments after the Oklahoma City bombing, there are several points of distinction. First, President Trump’s comments came after a suspect had been apprehended by authorities, whereas Clinton made a blanket statement that the death penalty would be sought for whoever was responsible. Legal scholar and journalist Adam Liptak differentiates Clinton and Reno’s comments from President Trump’s by stating that “they said that if [the system] does work and someone is convicted, the [Oklahoma City bombing] was heinous enough that they would seek the death penalty.” While it is unclear what President Trump meant when he said that the authorities should “move fast” regarding the New York terror suspect, Liptak seems to think that President Trump’s tweets “leapfrog” the part about the system working to attain a conviction and instead that President Trump’s conclusion is that “this guy deserves the death penalty now, and it’s a pity that we have to go through the rigmarole of an actual trial.”

iii. “Travesty of Justice”

On November 30, 2017, a jury acquitted an undocumented immigrant of murder charges in the shooting death of an American citizen named Kate Steinle. The death of Steinle was often cited by President Trump both on the campaign trail
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and as President to justify his policies regarding the border wall and ending the existence of sanctuary cities. 216 After the verdict, President Trump took to Twitter to denounce the decision of a jury to acquit the killer, stating in part that “[h]is exoneration is a complete travesty of justice. BUILD THE WALL!” 217

This case provides yet another example of President Trump weighing in on an individual defendant’s guilt or innocence. This example is different from the Bergdahl example because here President Trump is criticizing a jury verdict, not a sentence handed down by a lone judge. Like previous examples, President Trump’s connection of the border wall and immigration policies to citizens’ physical safety implies that the justice system will not do enough to protect citizens from harm. 218

Though the defendant in the Kate Steinle case was acquitted of murder charges, he was found guilty of unlawful possession of a firearm, and under the direction of President Trump, the Justice Department has since detained the defendant for deportation proceedings. 219

iv. The Mueller Probe

As Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation into Russian meddling into the 2016 elections continues to lead to criminal indictments of individuals closely tied to the Trump campaign, President Trump has chosen to selectively weigh in on occasion. 220 However, in the following instances, President Trump has found himself in the position of advocating for criminal defendants, rather than against them as he did in the previous examples. For example, President Trump has spoken out on occasion regarding the indictment and investigation into his former campaign manager Paul Manafort. 221 While simultaneously trying to distance himself from and defend Manafort, President Trump tweeted, “[w]ow, what a tough sentence for Paul Manafort, who has represented Ronald Reagan, Bob Dole and many other top political people and campaigns. Didn’t know Manafort was the head of the Mob.
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What about Comey and Crooked Hillary and all of the others? Very unfair!"\textsuperscript{222} Here, President Trump was referring to a decision by the judge in Manafort’s case to jail Manafort prior to trial because he violated the terms of his house arrest; Manafort was not “sentenced,” as President Trump stated.\textsuperscript{223}

President Trump was also very vocal regarding the investigation into his longtime attorney Michael Cohen—who has since pleaded guilty to eight criminal counts—which included search warrants being executed at several properties owned by Cohen.\textsuperscript{224} In response to these searches, President Trump stated that “it’s a disgrace, it’s, frankly, a real disgrace, it’s an attack on our country in a true sense. It’s an attack on all we stand for.”\textsuperscript{225} President Trump’s comments about Manafort and Cohen involve pending criminal cases, and it will be interesting to watch how the President’s involvement with these individuals affects the outcomes of their individual cases.\textsuperscript{226} As the Mueller investigation continues, President Trump will likely remain vocal about the charges against and sentences received by his associates.

CONCLUSION

As Professor Geyh notes, judges often become political targets in the aftermath of a regime change, as Presidents seek to make their own mark on the courts and lessen the influence of their predecessors.\textsuperscript{227} This phenomenon likely explains some of President Trump’s interactions with the judiciary thus far, particularly the speed with which he has filled judicial vacancies, and the potential that his allies in Congress might create even more.\textsuperscript{228} Since President Trump’s election, Americans
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have witnessed pushes by both conservatives and liberals to pack the Court; liberals hope to diminish the influence of President Trump’s numerous appointments, while the Calabresi plan was aimed at diluting eight years of judicial nominees under Barack Obama. The Federalist Society has served as a useful filter for President Trump in choosing nominees, though it is concerning that a single outside interest group has been able to exert this type of influence on something as critical and long-lasting as federal judicial appointments.

It is also interesting that, as Geyh notes, today’s preference for “sound bites,” including social media and the twenty-four-hour cable news cycle, has created a means of “dissemination of information about the decisions judges make that render those decisions easier to attack and harder to defend.” As the examples in this Note show, a significant amount of President Trump’s criticisms of judges and the judicial process come in the form of tweets, a platform that President Trump uses to reach millions of followers with messages that, by their nature, must be short, concise, and often lacking in nuance. When a political message is boiled down to 140 characters, there is an obvious risk that much of the sophistication and development of logical reasoning is lost when compared to something like Roosevelt’s fireside chats. Moreover, President Trump’s use of Twitter has been particularly harmful in the instances in which he weighs in on pending criminal cases or chooses to attack individual judges.

Looking at the larger picture, the negative aspects of President Trump’s interactions with the judiciary are not always as clear cut as they sometimes seem. This Note concludes that President Trump’s repeated involvement with pending criminal cases is wrong and deserving of condemnation. So too, President Trump’s attacks on individual judges regarding their race or legitimacy are unusual, and seem to go far beyond what past Presidents have found to be appropriate. However, criticisms of President Trump’s legitimate use of the appointment power, and his wholesale adherence to Federalist Society candidates, is more complicated when compared with more aggressive uses of ideological screening by the Reagan administration, or Nixon’s use of executive branch resources to investigate and
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pressure justices off of the Court. Overall, as rules of appropriate interactions between the judiciary and the President are not set in stone, Presidents, to some extent, have been able to make up the rules as they go along. Ultimately, it is up to the public and the legal community to stand up for the integrity of the judiciary and to express disapproval when the President goes beyond the norms and historical practice of past Presidents.